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ABSTRACT. There are two approaches in biogeography: landscape-geographic and flora-faunistic. The former is based on analysis of the quantitative distribution of organisms, which create a biological background to different areas. The flora-faunistic approach is based on comparison of the qualitative composition of all taxa in different parts of the areas. Biogeography is based on the principles of provinciality, zonality and the history of development and of genetic relations of taxa. Here the hierarchy of structural levels of life organization and biogeographical division of the World Ocean is considered. Dependence of organisms' distribution on the conditions, time and place of their origin are analysed. Differences in the character of species and higher taxa distribution are explained by different mechanisms of speciation and formation of higher taxa. Schemes of landscape and flora-faunistic biogeographical division of the World Ocean with detailed analysis of temperate and cold waters in the northern hemisphere are given.

INTRODUCTION

The results of many years' studies of biogeographical structure of the World Ocean testify to the approximate coincidence of the borders of biogeographical divisions marked out by different authors. On the other hand, the approaches of different researchers to understanding regularities in the distribution of organisms can be quite contradictory, depending not only on differences in the problems facing them, but also on the incompatible methodologies used by biogeographers. The need has arisen to summarize the data available and classify them in conformity with modern concepts in regard to the history of benthal formation in the oceans. The present paper deals with the trends prevailing in biogeographical investigations, summarizes their main results and discusses present-day problems in marine biogeography. It is based both on the authors' data and on the literature. Generalized schemes of biogeographical division of the Ocean or its parts are given in accordance with different approaches in biogeography.

LIMITING FACTORS IN ORGANISM DISTRIBUTION

Biogeography is the investigation of patterns in the distribution of organisms. The formation of distribution areas depends on organisms' ability to spread, which is limited by morphological and functional attributes of their organization. These attributes have developed as a result of evolutionary morphogenesis through adaptation to life in specific environments: sea (plankton, necton, benthos), land, fresh waters, air and on different sediments (hard or soft substrata). In the range of each phylogenetic group the distributions of species with similar morphological and functional structure and mode of life are limited by their specific responses to physico-chemical and, above all, temperature conditions, which regulate rates of physical and chemical reactions. In the process of speciation, genetic adaptation of organisms to specific abiotic conditions has developed. Ecophysiological adaptations are observed at the speciation level, while morpho-functional adap-
tations become distinct during the emergence of higher taxa. To obtain an overview of the main trends in biogeographical division the mechanisms of speciation and formation of higher taxa should be considered in relation to their distributions.

Biogeographical division is based primarily on the distribution of species, their distributional areas determining the borders of biogeographical subdivisions.

A species structure is formed in the process of speciation as an ecophysiological adaptation with translation of phenotypic changes and selection to the genotypic level proceeding in response to large-scale environmental changes, primarily drops in temperature (Golikov 1973). The most sensitive stages in the life cycle of individuals (spawning, critical developmental stages) can proceed only under definite environmental conditions (Orton 1920, Runnström 1929, Kinne 1963, 1964, 1970) similar to those during speciation. In many cases these stages of the life cycle define southern and northern borders of species distributions (Hutchins 1947) and reproductive areas. It is essential that the habitat temperature during spawning is close to the optimal temperature for the species (Golikov & Scarlato 1973). All species whose origins coincide in place, time and conditions of initial adaptation respond similarly to changes in physical and chemical factors and, as a rule, have approximately similar geographical distributions and can be biogeographically grouped.

Physical and chemical environmental changes and formation of water masses (Defant 1929, Dobrovolsky 1961) precede speciation and cause emergence of new species. As a result, the species of each biogeographical group are associated in their distribution with a definite water mass, which gave rise to their formation, and comprise a hydrobiocomplex with this water mass (Babkov & Golikov 1984). At the same time, within the whole distribution area of a species there exists a distinct interrelation between the genetically determined requirements of its individuals and the environment and distribution pattern that indicates a certain unity between the species and its environment, for which we propose the term 'ecogenocomplex'. Introduction of this notion appears appropriate in view of the ecological unity of a species and its environment in space and time. The first part of the term denotes the ecological aspect of a species, while the second part denotes its internal, genetically determined, environmental requirements. Since distribution ranges of species are often discrete the whole notion can be designated as a complex.

The distinct connection between the paleoecological situation during speciation and the limits on further distribution of species proved by paleontological material led to the proposal of an ecological principle of evolutionary reconstruction that would allow one to trace the time and place of species' formation and their possible relations, even in the absence of fossils (Golikov & Tzvetkova 1972).

The formation of genera and other higher taxa is caused by mechanisms besides speciation. During speciation, the adaptation of proteins and nucleotides to environmental physico-chemical conditions becomes established genetically by selection at the cellular and molecular levels. In the course of the formation of genera, families, etc., evolutionary morphogenesis comes to the fore and is realized by selection of phenotypes with morphological characters that correspond to the abiotic and primarily to the biotic environment. One of the most important biotic factors is food relations. Allied species with a resemblance in morphological adaptation to the biotic and abiotic environment obtain, via selection, similar morphological characteristics. According to similarities in the morphology and direction of specialization, relative species are grouped in genera, which, in their turn, form families, etc. According to the ecophysiological mechanism of speciation, which is usually neutral to morphological changes, allied species differ most clearly by non-adaptive morphological characteristics (Golikov 1980). The latter appear pleiotropically with ecophysiological adaptive attributes. With increase of taxon rank the adaptive role of morphological characteristics becomes obvious. The distributions of genera and taxa of higher rank have, as a rule, no association with distinct climatic zones. At the same time they may be adapted as a result of specialization to living in definite habitats and on certain types of relief and substrata. The distribution of higher taxa is mainly limited by such restricting factors as geomorphological, physical, chemical and spatial barriers. However, higher taxa which originated in relatively cold climates, later acquired their qualitative and quantitative development primarily in both temperate and cold waters (Golikov 1975).

As adaptive morphological specialization to certain biotic and abiotic conditions requires time, the taxonomic rank of endemism may be more or less associated with the time of taxa formation. The taxonomic rank of endemism is considerably influenced by the character of taxa formation. New taxa, allopatrically formed, appeared on the periphery of ancestral taxa areas, frequently simultaneously in different distant regions of the area. By contrast, in sympatric formation the differentiation of taxa occurred in adjacent places, but apparently at different times. Evidently the taxonomic rank of endemism depends both on the time of taxa origination and on the possibility of their further distribution. For example, off the Antarctic coasts, isolated from the shelves of other continents by vast aquatic areas with great depths, endemism is common at the
family level, while in cold and temperate waters of the Northern Hemisphere, united by a nearly continuous shelf, endemism is rare even at the level of genera. Thus, the taxonomic rank of endemism cannot play a significant role in determining the rank of the considered biogeographical subdivision; the diversity of endemic elements, primarily species, seems to be of primary importance.

HISTORY OF FORMATION OF THE RECENT BIOGEOGRAPHICAL STRUCTURE OF THE WORLD OCEAN

The limits of geographical distribution of organisms in the geological past were determined, on the one hand, by the positions of the continents and, on the other, by differences in location of latitudinal-climatic zones. Up to the Cretaceous only several provinces are distinguished by different authors on the basis of investigation of distribution of various groups of organisms (Trilobites, Brachiopods, Graptolites, Nautiloides, fishes, Pangolins, etc; e.g. Hallam 1973). The distribution of organisms was considerably influenced by the unity of shelves; distribution of at least supraspecific taxa is rather wider than where they are separated by vast aquatic areas with great depths. The history of geomorphological development of the planet shows that the degree of lithospheric plate unity tended to decrease with geological time. While, during the Cambrian, Paleogondwana and the plates of North America and Europe were located mainly in the eastern part of the Southern Hemisphere, by the mid-Carboniferous the European platform moved into the Northern Hemisphere and Paleogondwana was separated from Protolaurasia by the narrow Paleotethys Sea (Zonenshain et al. 1976, Monin 1977). At the end of the Carboniferous the interconnection of lithospheric plates created conditions for wide distributions of organisms and a decrease in the number of isolated biogeographical subdivisions. However, the fall in temperature and glaciation during the Permian-Triassic period led to changes in many populations and caused a burst of speciation. For example, at this time a group of higher crustaceans appeared, the Peracarida, and in the recent cool Pleistocene epoch this group became widely distributed especially in the cold and temperate waters of the World Ocean. Significant climatic and evolutionary changes during the Carboniferous and Permian seem to have caused no origination of biogeographical subdivisions of higher rank because of the possibility of azonal distribution of higher taxa. During the late Triassic and beginning of Jurassic the splitting of Pangea began, together with the separation of Eurasia and North America from Gondwana, which reached a position close to its recent one. As a result of reduction in the spreading out of tectonic plates in the Cretaceous and especially from the Cenomanian (93 ± 6 million yr ago, approximately this time may be considered as the beginning of Cenozoic era), and strong climatic and evolutionary changes, large biogeographical subdivisions began to emerge. At this period at least 3 biogeographical regions, including 7 provinces, could be distinguished in the World Ocean on the basis of analysis of bivalve distribution (Kauffman 1973). Further changes in the distribution of life in the World Ocean were related to the increase in spreading of continental plates and strong differentiation of climatic conditions. The major stages of the process were separation of India and Australia from Antarctica in the Southern Hemisphere, and geological processes in the Faeroes-Greenland district in the Northern Hemisphere. Separation of Australia from Antarctica in the early Eocene (ca 56 million yr ago) caused water circulation around the latter and led to a temperature fall both in the Southern Ocean (down to ca +14 °C; Haq et al. 1977) and in the Northern Hemisphere. Families and genera which originated at that time have many recent representatives which are widely distributed in cold and temperate waters in both Hemispheres. The next significant event was the connection of the Indian subcontinent to Asia and the uplift of the Himalayas. The Tethys Sea ceased to exist as a transcontinental basin and, correspondingly, the direct exchange of populations between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans stopped. As a result, later genera are not circumsubtropically distributed. Considerable temperature fall in the early Oligocene (ca 36 million yr ago) resulted in a subsequent rise of subtropical species, some of which exist even now. Cooling was relatively short and gave way to a temporary rise in temperature. Marine tropical fauna spread up to 50°N off the Pacific coast of America (Addicott 1969), while subtropical species lived off the shores of the Chukotski Peninsula and in the northern Okhotsk Sea off the shores of Asia (Dall 1893, Petrov 1976). The next important change in geomorphology and significant temperature fall took place ca 14 million yr ago at the beginning of a new geological epoch, the Boreocene (Golikov 1985a) which occupies the time from 14 to 5 million yr ago and corresponds to late Miocene of other authors. The Drake Passage off Antarctica gained depth and width, thus causing strengthening of the Southern Circum Current and initiation of surface glaciation of Antarctica (Baker & Burrel 1977, Kvasov 1985). The above phenomena and general cooling caused the temperature of deep water in the northern part of the Pacific to fall to between +6 and +7 °C (Emiliani 1956, 1961, Savin et al. 1975). The initial recent boreal species
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Approximately 1.8 million yr ago, in the early Pleisto-
cene, as a result of marked lowering of sea level, the
Arctic Ocean became completely isolated from the
Pacific and partially or completely from the Atlantic
Ocean. Strong weakening or even cessation of the
inflow of the North Atlantic Current into the Arctic
Ocean seems to have been the major cause of surface
.glaciation in northern Europe and northwestern Asia
up to the Taimyr Peninsula in conditions of low tempera-
ture and sufficiently high humidity. At that time the
formation of a saline, moderately cold pseudoabyssal
Arctic water mass and the emergence of corresponding
endemic Arctic genera and species took place. The
surface Arctic water mass was formed during the
beginning of the division of the Ocean (ca 1.6 ± 0.2
million yr ago), and caused the origin of shelf Arctic
endemics (e.g. Portlandia spp.). The relatively warm
saline Atlantic-Arctic water mass occupied an inter-
mediate position (at depths of 200 to 800 m). Freshen-
ing of surface water during the beginning of the first
interglacial period served as a base for the formation of
an estuarine-Arctic water mass and its characteristic
species (Golikov & Averincev 1977a). Further glacial
and interglacial changes of climate and sea level
accompanied by migration of organisms completed the
formation of the youngest Arctic biogeographical re-
region. With relatively low environmental fluctuations in
recent interglacial time only fluctuations in distribution
and quantitative development of species and their dis-
appearance from degrading ecosystems has taken
place. For example, in the current century in the
Barents Sea the distribution border of species differ-
ent in their origin has changed by roughly 200 miles due to
fluctuations in solar activity and intensity of the North
Atlantic Current (Galkin 1986). As a result of ecosystem
degradation in regions with reduced hydrodynamics in
the White Sea, the Sea of Japan and elsewhere, previ-
ously common species either disappeared or became
rare and biomass was reduced by 4 to 6 times in 10 to
20 yr (Golikov & Scarlato 1979a, Golikov et al. 1986).

In the geological history of the planet there is
observed a tendency to increasing separation of tec-
tonic plates and increasing frequencies of epochs with
distinct climatic changes. This leads to increase of
heterogeneity in the geomorphological, physical,
chemical and biological structure of the planet, as well
as to increased detailing in its biogeographical division.
The Southwest-northeastern direction appears to show
the major trend in geomorphological and biological
evolutionary transformations and further distribution
of taxa. It is clear that continual movement could influ-
ence only the distribution of higher taxa, as the major-
ity of recent species originated considerably later.

PRINCIPLES AND APPROACHES IN
BIogeography

Investigation of regularities in the distribution of life
under different geomorphological and climatic condi-
tions is an objective of biogeography. Due to specific
characters and historical reasons marine organisms are
associated with definite aquatic areas, which are rela-
tively close to the centers of their origin and are sepa-
rated by geomorphological or ecological barriers from
floras and faunas of others aquatic areas. Correspond-
ingly, the association of taxa distribution with separate
regions of continents and oceans is the first general
principle of biogeographical division.

Since latitudinal and vertical zonality in the distribu-
tion of environmental conditions is a natural quality of
the planet, zonality in organism distribution is a second
important general principle of biogeography when
examining any trend. Polar zones of the North and
South Hemispheres, temperate zones (boreal in the
North and notal* in the South) and a tropical one with
subtropical subzones are clearly distinct. Vertical zon-
ality in the flora-faunistic composition within each
latitudinal zone is determined by changes with depth
and the character of convection, water mass and
dominating forms of relief.

* notal = temperate waters of Southern Hemisphere
The third principle of biogeographical division is based on studying the relations between species, genera and higher taxa. The principle also involves analysis of the origin, spread and probable reasons for isolation and extinction of separate taxa and whole floras and faunas.

From the beginning of the formation of biogeography as a special branch of science there have been 2 major approaches: the landscape-geographical approach, based on quantitative analysis of the distribution of dominant species or life forms, creating the biological background for landscapes of different regions, and flora-faunistic (or historic-genetical) approach, based on qualitative analysis of the composition of floras and faunas of different regions and on the analysis of their origins. While the historic-genetic approach in biogeography deals with the study of all areas of species and higher taxa, the landscape-geographical one considers only those parts of areas where the taxa form large biomasses and are capable of organising the background landscape. The flora-faunistic or genetical approach includes all species, even those which are represented by a single record, while the landscape-geographical one regards only species which form large biomasses on vast areas. Such an ability is characteristic of eurybiontic species with a moderate distribution. Maximum biomasses are formed by background-creating species in conditions which are more favourable for them than for many other coexisting species.

**Landscape-geographical approach**

Subdivisions of the biological background of landscape have a hierarchical structure (Fig. 1). The elementary unit of biosphere is the individual (Fig. 1, 1), which is incapable of self-reproduction in most hydrobionts, cannot create a biological background and, therefore, is not an element of landscape biogeography. An individual in space and time forms a monocene (Schwerdtfeger 1968) and occupies a monotope (Fig. 1, 2). The first biologically functional element of the system level of organization of individuals, capable of exchange with gametes and energetic information along the life cycle, is a population (Fig. 1, 3). A population forms a democene characterized by predominance of certain phenotypes and occupies an ecotope in accordance with the ecological niche of a species (Fig. 1, 4) (Wittaker et al. 1973). Depending on the size, life span, individual mobility and position of ecological or geographical barriers, populations may occupy areas from several cm² (microorganisms, mesoorganisms) up to thousands of km² (migrating fishes, marine mammals). In connection with variability of conditions a population is represented by a characteristic settlement occupying a particular area.

Populations of coexisting species are organised so that one or a few species dominate many others significantly in their biomass and other bioenergetic indices. This level of species organization is called a biocoenosis (Fig. 1, 5) (Möbius 1877). The predominance of some species over others in marine biocoenoses was later quantitatively determined (Petersen & Boysen-Jensen 1911, Petersen 1913). A biocoenosis occupies a biotope (Dahl 1908), the limits of which are marked by the ranges of domination of the chief species in the biocoenosis. The biocoenosis and the biotope constitute the functional unity of the ecosystem (Fig. 1, 6) (Tensly 1935).

Biocoenoses with the same chief species but separated by spatial or ecological and morpho-geological barriers, which prevent their direct bioenergetic exchange, are grouped into associations (Fig. 1, 7) (Humboldt 1805). These represent the third hierarchical level of the landscape's biological component. Associations comprise representatives of both plant and animal kingdoms (Griesebach 1838, Flahaut & Schroter 1910, Shelford 1932, 1945, 1970). Together with the physical and chemical environment, associations are included into facia (Fig. 1, 8) which unite similar biological forms with relief composed of sediments similar in their...
petrographic composition (Gressly 1838, Derjugin 1915, Clements & Schelford 1939, Golikov & Scarlato, 1979b). For example, associations are formed by species of marine grass (e.g. Zostera marina), algal belts (e.g. Laminaria saccharina), bivalves (e.g. Mytilus edulis) or corals in the tropics (e.g. Porites lobatus), which are facia indices on the large spaces of sea bottom. Under similar physical and chemical conditions, association-forming species produce approximately the same biomass in different ecosystems (Golikov & Scarlato 1982), thus facilitating considerably the estimation of biological resources on large spaces of the sea bottom. Within the limits of one latitudinal zone in different oceans and their opposite shores, as well as in latitudinal zones with relatively similar conditions in different hemispheres, there often exist parallel associations in which the leading roles belong to relatively close species (Thorson 1958). These associations possess comparable biological resources.

Associations organized by species with similar morpho-functional characteristics and role in nature (i.e. consisting of the same life form), are united in biomes (Shelford 1932, Clements & Schelford 1939) (Fig. 1, 9), thus forming the fourth, and most stable biological hierarchical landscape level. Biomes, together with the environment, are consolidated in formation (Fig. 1, 10). The latter often include geographically and biologically heterogeneous structures of different geological age, though with similar physical, chemical and biological characteristics (Griesebach 1838, Clements 1905, 1916, Clements & Schelford 1939, Golikov & Scarlato 1979b). The modern marine biomes are represented by various species, genera and sometimes even families of marine grasses, laminarians, fucoids, mussels, oysters, corals, etc. The number of formations in bodies of water is limited by the quantity of life forms possible under given geomorphological, physical and chemical environmental conditions. Thus, in Arctic conditions the number of formations is far less than in temperate ones, and in temperate conditions is less than in tropical ones. Distribution of major formations on the shelves in temperate and cold waters of the Northern Hemisphere is given as an example (Fig. 2).

Within the parts of oceans defined by changes of facia there may be distinct localities, the characteristic distribution of which forms landscapes. In Russian literature the landscape approach to marine biogeography is reflected in the geographic aspect of works by Petrov (1974), Gurjeva et al. (1976), Golikov & Scarlato (1976, 1979b). It has been quantitatively expressed on biological material in a far larger number of investigations (Zenkevitch 1947, Vorobjev 1949, Shorygin 1955, Bogorov 1967, Beklemishev et al. 1977, Golikov & Averincev 1977a, b). Marine landscapes extend both horizontally and vertically and change with depth in accordance with changes of hydrological conditions and geomorphology of the sea bottom (Andriashev 1974, Golikov 1985b). With depth, landscapes may be subdivided into floors, horizons, belts and zones. As a rule, facia occupy certain floors or horizons, while formations occupy belts or zones, more or less equivalent to the latitudinal ones. According to the landscape principle, the benthal zone is subdivided into the supralittoral (Lorenz 1863), the littoral (Forbes 1840), characterized by formations of fucoids, liitorinids, neritids, mussels and barnacles: the sublittoral (Lorenz 1863) with macrophyte formations, which in its turn is subdivided into circumlittoral with predominance of laminarian algae or marine grasses or madreporarian corals (the latter in the tropical latitudes), the median zone, characterized by predominance of red algae, and the inframedian zone with mass development of Cnidaria, Bryozoa and Spongia (Forbes & Hanley 1853). Formations of the inframedian zone occupy by the range of depths the same areas of the sea bottom as the elittoral (Kjellman 1877). On the continental slope, i.e. in the bathyal, bathybenthal formations are distinguished down to depths between 1200 and 2000 m; below there are ocean-bed, i.e. abyssal, formations (Appelöf 1912).

As an example the discussion is illustrated by schemes of distribution of shell formations in the relatively well-studied temperate waters of the northwestern part of the Pacific Ocean (Fig. 3) and of the North Atlantic and neighbouring waters of the Arctic Ocean (Fig. 4). These schemes are based on the authors' extensive observations and literature data. The method proposed is convenient and gives informative results of research of patterns of life distribution within landscape and facilitates their analysis. The method is based on the study of distribution of background-forming organisms within biomes of the shelf. Vertical boundaries of biomes show their limits at different latitudes.

**Flora-faunistic genetic approach**

This approach in biogeographical studies, based on qualitative analysis and comparison of floras and faunas, developed somewhat later than the landscape-geographical trend. The bases of the faunistic approach in the biogeography of the World Ocean were first laid down by Schmarda (1853), who compared the specific composition of faunas in different climatic zones, and by Ortmann (1896), who carried out biogeographical analysis of the distribution of decapods. The modern stage in this trend in biogeography was begun by Ekman (1934, 1935, 1953), who used all 3 principles (provinciality, zonality, history) in global

The flora-faunistic approach is based on comparison of the composition of all elements of floras and faunas in different water bodies and their parts. The flora-faunistic composition (in a broad sense) implies qualitative diversity of species and higher taxa, which differ by place and conditions of their origin and, consequently, by their distribution. The location of taxa origin generally coincides with the highest diversity of elements included (individuals and morphs in a species, species in genera, etc). Ecological and geomorphological barriers block the spread of organisms from their place of origin and lead to diverse composition of floras and faunas in various localities. Correspondingly, the locations of taxa origins determine
their thermopathy and adherence to certain climatic and hydrological belts and latitudinal zones. The determination of the rate and rank of endemism in a part of a water body is important for evaluation of the rank of biogeographical subdivision. Subdistricts appear to be the first units in flora-faunistic biogeographical division. Districts represent the next subdivision of the species composition; a district is characterized by the presence of original intraspecific forms. Endemic species are often peculiar to the province, that usually occupies much a greater area. Provinces are grouped into subregions, for which endemic genera may be characteristic, and are included into regions, which frequently have endemic families. Biogeographical super-regions may contain original orders, while kingdoms may include even whole classes (e.g. Xiphosura in the tropics).

The scheme of large-scale biogeographical zonation of the World Ocean is given in Fig. 5. The World Ocean is divided into 3 kingdoms. Most authors divide the Tropic kingdom into 5 regions (Ekman 1935, 1953, Gurjanova 1972), which are united into the Indo-West-Pacific (1, 2), Mediterranean-North African (3) and Guinea-Caribbean (4, 5). In our opinion, the Tasmanian (6), New Zealand (7), South African (8), Patagonic (9) and Araucanic subtropical regions (10) should be included in the same kingdom. Due to the level of similarity in flora-faunistic composition and to the closeness of geographical position they can be united into Tasmanian/New Zealand, South African and Patagonic-Araucanic super-regions. Previous authors included these regions in the kingdom of temperate and cold waters of the Southern Hemisphere. However, by the climate of neighbouring continents, the sea-
atmosphere heat exchange, hydrological regime and the composition of families and genera, the largest part of each of the above regions is located in the subtropical subzone of the tropical zone. The flora and fauna of the shelves in these regions are generally characterised by a thermophilic nature. At the same time, in deeper waters of the regions, taxa with chiefly notal-antarctic distributions are usual. The southern parts of the shelves of New Zealand and South America have more elements in common with notal and antarctic waters than its northern parts and their flora and fauna are of transitional character.

According to the scheme suggested and in conformity with the position of the notal and antarctic climatic belts and subantarctic convergences, the Kerguelenic notal (11) and Antarctic (12) regions are the only constituents of the temperate/cold kingdom of the Southern Hemisphere. The small number of regions in this kingdom can be explained by the isolation and cohesion of the continental shelf of Antarctica and of island shelves and by a relatively closed circulation of waters of the Antarctic and the Subantarctic.

The Pacific (13) and Atlantic (14) boreal regions and Arctic region (15) are related to the temperate/cold kingdom of the Northern Hemisphere. Some authors include only 2 regions in this kingdom, as they consider the Arctic a subregion of the Atlantic boreal region (Kussakin 1971, 1979, Nesis 1985). The well-studied temperate/cold kingdom of the Northern Hemisphere is given as an example of more detailed biogeographical subdivision (Fig. 6). In the Asian low-boreal subregion of the Pacific boreal region only the shoals (down to 25 to 30 m) of Aniwa and Terpenia Bays (Sakhalin) are related to the Kuril-Sakhalin province, while the deeper waters of these bays are included into the Okhotsk Sea province of the high-boreal subregion. In each province the localities and the districts characterized by the species composition are distinguished. For example, in the Primorsk province the South-Primorsk district, which occupies the whole of Peter the Great Bay, is distinguished. Within this district in the semi-enclosed bays and lagoons, well heated in summer, subtropical species dominate, while near the relatively open coasts most species are of boreal origin (Golikov & Scarlato 1967, 1968). Thus the protected bays and lagoons occupy an interzonal position, and are included in the Korean-Yellow Sea district of the South Japonic province of the Pacific Asian subtropical subregion of the West Pacific tropic region, while the open parts relate to the Asian low-boreal subregion. It should be noted that the flora and fauna of the Pacific American low-boreal subregion are also of mixed character as a result of the penetration within its limits of a large number of subtropic American elements, while typically boreal species penetrate the subregion mostly at considerable depths.

In the Atlantic boreal region, as well as in the Pacific region, 3 large biogeographical subdivisions can be distinguished. As a rule, they are considered to be of the rank of provinces. However, we consider them subregions based on analysis of the biogeographical structure of the modern biota of the Northern temperate/cold kingdom, taking regard of the rank of endemism and neglecting differences in the times of origin of modern physico-chemical conditions and of the related flora and fauna. As in the Pacific boreal region, so also...
in the border provinces of the Atlantic boreal region the flora and fauna are of mixed character in their origin and, due to the position of water masses, the shoals and depths of one water basin may belong to different biogeographical regions. For example, in the Norwegian fjords, in the White Sea and in the eastern parts of the Barents Sea the border between the Atlantic boreal and the Arctic regions lies at depths of 30 to 40 m, or, sometimes, even shallower.

In the Arctic region the Eurasian and Amerasian parts of the Arctic basin are considered subregions, which include provinces, occupied by the surface Arctic water mass (on average down to 200 m), intermediate Atlantic-Arctic water mass (average depth from 200 to 800 m), deepest Arctic water mass (from 800 to 1200 m down to pseudoabyssal) and by the interzonal brackish estuary-Arctic water mass. For each province some species and, sometimes, genera are endemic.

Beyond the limits of shelves, with increase in depth and decrease of differences in the temperature-salinity characteristics in different climatic zones, the borders of the biogeographical subdivisions tend to expand. The comparatively small biogeographical subdivisions including subregions disappear, though the limits of distribution of biogeographical regions, super-regions and kingdoms are preserved in general outline even at the greatest depths. The major biogeographical principles (provinciality, zonality, and historic-genetical approach) preserve their significance even in the biogeographical division of the bathyal and abyssal depths of the oceans. In the flora-faunistic trend the leading role is played by the position of water masses and their layers, which have a zonal distribution and are included into the azonal system of convection in the World Ocean (Sverdrup et al. 1942, Stepanov 1963).

CONCLUSIONS

The interrelated landscape and flora-faunistic approaches in biogeography considered here are based to a great extent on the analysis of the modern distribution of qualitative composition and quantitative development of species populations and higher taxa. As a result, biogeographical subdivisions with different geological age of origin are often accorded the same biogeographical rank. The biogeographical regions of the kingdom of tropic and subtropic waters have the greatest geological age of formation of the modern flora-faunistic composition and landscape appearance. The initial genera and, probably, even some species, which compose the modern biological pattern of the West-Pacific region of this kingdom, originated in the Cenomanian (ca 93 million yr ago). The high taxa of the
most temporally stable kingdom of tropic waters served as sources for considerable part of the genetic material during the formation of the kingdoms of temperate and cold waters in both hemispheres. However, the kingdom of tropic waters is equal in rank with other kingdoms in modern biogeographical schemes. As regards the taxa composition and distribution of bioenergy, the biogeographical subdivisions of the subtropic latitudes in both hemispheres are controlled by more diverse and rich tropic subdivision. In the temperate/cold kingdoms of the World Ocean the older is that of the Southern Hemisphere, whose natal conditions and some elements of the flora-faunistic complexes started to form presumably near 36 million yr ago. In the recent tropho-dynamic biocycle of the macrosystem of temperate and cold waters of the Southern Hemisphere the leading role is played by natal waters with their high primary production, while a considerable part of the genepool seems to have formed near the Antarctic coasts.

The temperate/cold kingdom of the Northern Hemisphere appears to be the youngest in terms of formation of the modern hydrological and biological appearance. The oldest and the most diverse in this kingdom appears to be the Pacific boreal region (formation time about 14 million yr ago). The Atlantic boreal region originated much later (ca 5 million yr ago) and, while having Mediterranean-Lusitanic elements in its composition, is made up of nearly 75% of forms of Pacific origin. At the same time all authors attribute the same biogeographical rank to the Pacific and Atlantic regions. The Arctic biogeographical region is the youngest. Its present appearance started to form only 2.5 to 1.8 million yr ago. The recent energetic regime of Arctic waters is mostly under the control of the North Atlantic, which play the leading role in the Atlantic-Arctic tropho-dynamic macrosystem. At the same time most inhabitants of the Arctic region, including the most ancient and abundant ones, are of Pacific origin.

The vertical zonality of the World Ocean also needs further analysis from the historical and genetical points of view. For example, a number of organisms in the bathyal appear to be the most ancient representatives of present-day fauna, and there is a point of view that this part of the bottom profile is an ancient sea coast (Hosino 1975, 1986). In further investigations of the biogeography of the World Ocean more attention has to be paid to differences in the time and place of origin of various floras and faunas at different latitudes and depths, as well as to their succession and sources of formation.
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